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Life Planning Process Cycle

Comprehensive
Assessment Process
(CAS, DDP2, IAM)

Reviewing,
Evaluating and
Revising

Life Plan

Person- Centered and
IT-Integrated through
Health Information
Technology (HITS)

Service
Delivery

Staff
Action
Plan

The Life Plan defines the Person’s
goals/valued outcomes and
individual safeguards and how
these relate to what is most
meaningful to the person

The Staff Action Plan describes how
habilitation staff will deliver
supports and services that will
assist the person to meet his/her
goals from the Life Plan
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It’s A Collaborative Team Process Driven by the Person
The Care
Manager is
the
facilitator of
the life
planning
process

Life Planning
Process
Driver

Circle of Support and
Providers

The provider
facilitates
development of
the Staff Action
Plan—

Provider
Assigned Goals
from the Life
Plan are the
starting point

The technology is a tool to assist the Person; the Care Manager; and the
Planning Team; technology is NOT the driver!

11/13/2019
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Administrative Memoranda Revisions and
Clarifications
1.
2.

2018-ADM-06R, “Transition to People First Care
Coordination”
&
2018-ADM-09R, “Staff Action Plan Program and Billing
Requirements”

Reissued May 9, 2019
https://opwdd.ny.gov/opwdd_regulations_guidance/adm_memor
anda

11/13/2019
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Revised transition period for Health Home Care Management
and Basic HCBS Plan Support is 1.5 years instead of 1 year

July 1, 2018
Care Management through
CCOs begins

June 30, 2019
initial End of
Transition Period

December 31, 2019
Revised end of
Transition Period

ADM 2018-06 R Extends the Transition Period to 1.5
years

11/13/2019
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Timelines for individuals new to the OPWDD
service system
Individuals new to the OPWDD service system do not have a
transition period:
• Life Plans for new individuals enrolled after 10/1/2018 are due no
later than 90 days after CCO enrollment or HCBS waiver
enrollment, whichever comes first.
• Staff Action Plans for new individuals must be in place no
later than 60 days after the start of the habilitation service, or
the Life Plan review date, whichever comes first.

11/13/2019
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Finalizing a Life Plan
(revised policy in 2019-ADM-06 R)
“A Life Plan is finalized when it is signed
by the Care Manager and the individual
receiving services and/or his/her
representative”.
The individual and/or
his/her representative
signature may be done via
signature, email, or other
method agreed upon
between the Care Manager
and the individual and/or
his/her representative.

“Providers responsible for delivering services
documented in Sections II, III and IV of the
Life Plan must acknowledge and agree to
provide the provider-assigned goals,
supports, and safeguards associated with
those services, per the finalized plan”.
The service provider’s acknowledgment and
agreement may be done via signature, email,
or other method agreed upon between the
Care Manager and the service provider.”

11/13/2019

Finalizing a Life Plan-Clarification for service provider review
• Service providers should demonstrate due diligence in
working with the Care Manager, CCOs, OPWDD and/or
others to correct the Life Plan as soon as possible if any
inaccuracies or errors are identified.

• This due diligence should be documented indicating service
provider timely efforts to correct.
- Examples of documentation may include notes in the
individual’s monthly summary, e-mails, phone calls, etc.

9
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Dispute Resolution During the Life Planning Process
(within 45 day timeframe)
Disagreement identified during the Life Planning meeting– team attempts resolution

If resolution is not reached through person-centered planning process, CCO implements its internal
dispute resolution process
If still no resolution, technical assistance can be provided by DDRO

Life Plan Finalization within 45 day timeframe from Life Plan meeting

If disputed element is a new
goal/support/safeguard describe
it in the IDT Summary of Life Plan;
it does not go in Section II or III of
the Life Plan

If disputed element is associated with
an already approved
goal/support/safeguard in LP, keep in
Section II or III and describe disputed
element in the IDT Summary of Life
Plan

11/13/2019

Dispute Resolution During Life Plan Process
• Within 45 days of the Life Plan meeting, the CM and the
individual and/or his/her representative sign the Life Plan.
• With these signatures, the Life Plan is considered final.
• Any disputed elements remain in the “Summary of IDT
Meeting” section of the Life Plan and the remainder of the
Life Plan is ready for implementation.
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Dispute Resolution During Life Plan Process
• Providers acknowledge and agree to deliver the Provider Assigned
goals/supports/safeguards associated with their services per the
undisputed goals in Sections II and III (including the prior version of
currently disputed goals).
• Staff Action Plans (SAPs) are developed and signed by habilitation
staff and forwarded to the Care Manager via the Portal or another
agreed upon mechanism for prompt communication.

- In addition to Care Managers, the SAP should also be provided
to: the individual and his/her representative and any other parties
agreed to by the person and his/her representative.

11/13/2019
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Dispute Resolution During Life Plan Process
• Once the Life Plan and corresponding Staff Action Plan are
finalized, if an element remains in dispute and no agreement has
been facilitated by the Care Manager, then the individual, his/her
representative, or a provider may initiate due process
proceedings pursuant to 14 NYCRR 633.12 as an objection to a
plan of services.
• During the pending due process proceeding, all other elements
in the finalized Life Plan and Staff Action Plans shall be
implemented.

11/13/2019
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Suspension of Certain Billing Standards During the Transition Period
Life Plan and Service Billing Standards for Life Plans Finalized on or before
December 31, 2019

Suspended: Waiver service name
accuracy —if wasn’t accurately
available, will accept closest to the
correct name (e.g., IRA instead of
Residential Habilitation;
Supported Work instead of
Supported Employment)

Suspended: Frequency, duration
and effective date in Section IV of
Life Plan

All Life Plans created or amended after the transition period must comply
with all regulatory and policy standards.

11/13/2019
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Suspended Staff Action Plan Billing Standards
During Transition Period (through 12/31/2019)
Only for Individuals with ISPs transitioning to Life Plans

Suspended: The initial SAP must be in
place no later than 60 days of the start
of the individual’s habilitation service,
or the Life Plan review date, which
comes first.

Suspended: Evidence demonstrating
the SAP was distributed no later than
60 days after: the start of the
habilitation services; the Life Plan
review date; or the development of a
revised/updated Staff Action Plan,
whichever comes first.

Despite these suspensions, SAPs should be done as soon as possible
after the Life Plan Meeting or start of habilitation services

11/13/2019
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New Services Prior to Life Plan Finalization
• When HCBS waiver services are needed prior to the finalization of a
Life Plan, there must be sufficient documentation to support service
authorization for provider service billing.
• Sufficient documentation prior to Life Plan finalization includes:
(1)

the OPWDD DDRO approved Request for Service
Authorization (RSA);

(2)

the acceptable supporting information justifying the need for
services as outlined in the January 7, 2019 Memorandum
titled “Care Coordination Organizations Policy Update:
Service Authorizations Post July 1, 2018”.

11/13/2019
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Tips for Providers
Develop a standard operating procedure (SOP) and train staff responsible
for participating in Life Plan meetings:

• Specify the information that should be gathered and brought to the Life
Plan meeting;
• Identify what staff should know before they leave the Life Plan meeting
(e.g., the specific goals that will be assigned to the Habilitation provider);
• What information should be brought back to Supervisors (e.g.,)
concerns/issues raised that will affect the person’s service delivery and
the Staff Action Plan;
• Process to work through disagreements and how to involve the providers
chain of command and the CCO chain of command in dispute resolution;
and,
• Etc.

11/13/2019
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Tips for Providers
What to Bring to the Life Plan meeting
Train staff to bring all relevant information about the person to the Life
Plan meeting to inform the process. This information may include but is
not limited to:
• Medical/Health status;
• Plan of nursing services;
• Behavioral support plan;
• Medication updates/changes;
• Habilitation needs;
• Safeguard needs;
• Staff Action Plans and progress, successes, challenges, etc.;
• Any other information that is relevant to the person-centered planning
process for the person.

11/13/2019
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Tips for Providers
Collaboration and Communication is Essential!
Ensuring that all members of the care planning team have
the necessary information to effectively participate in the
person-centered planning process and Life Plan
development/revisions is essential to effectively meeting the
needs of people receiving Habilitation services.
Establishing cooperative and collaborative relationships and
agreements between Habilitation providers and Care
Managers is critical to achieving this outcome.

9/17/2019
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Tips for Providers
When Reviewing the Staff Action Plan, the Provider Must
Consider and Document:
• The individual’s progress including accomplishments and prevention of
regression since the last review
• The review must include discussion about:
- The services and supports that have been provided since the last review
- What challenges have been experienced
- What new strategies or methodologies may need to be implemented
- The individual’s satisfaction with the Staff Action Plan
• With the person and his/her circle of support, establish and agree on objectives
to be met before the next review

11/13/2019
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Tips for Providers
High Quality Staff Action Plans (SAP)
• Review the SAP for challenges that have been experienced
and modify accordingly; take into account the progress or
lack of progress of the person; and the service strategies and
methods used to deliver the services.
• Revise the SAP based on what the person wants and his/her
satisfaction.
• Establish objectives that are reviewed and updated based on
progress or lack of progress and/or to prevent regression.
• Document and celebrate successes and pass on best
practices.

11/13/2019
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Resources

Policy Resources
CCO/Health Home Provider Policy and Guidance:
The CCO/HH Provider Policy Guidance and Manual and all CCO/HH policy and updates
are available on the OPWDD website at the following link:
https://opwdd.ny.gov/providers_staff/care_coordination_organizations/providers/cco-manual
OPWDD Administrative Directive Memoranda (ADMs)
OPWDD Administrative Directive Memoranda (ADM) webpage provides links to ADMs for
each OPWDD service. Each ADM outlines the provisions of that service as well as the
related program and billing standards. All ADMs can be accessed at the following link:
https://opwdd.ny.gov/opwdd_regulations_guidance/adm_memoranda
Informational Resources and Materials
OPWDD has informational resources and materials on the development and
implementation of CCOs for Care Managers, individuals and their families, and providers
which can be accessed at the following link:
https://opwdd.ny.gov/providers_staff/care_coordination_organizations/msc

Life Plan and Staff Action Plan Resources
The Staff Action Plan and Service Delivery:
OPWDD has combined the two sessions on Staff Action Plan and Delivery of Habilitation
Services into one comprehensive recording. The recording and PowerPoint are available in
OPWDDs Statewide Learning Management System (SLMS) under class code OPWDD-ELStaffActionPlan.
https://opwdd.ny.gov/opwdd_careers_training/training_opportunities/slms
View Questions and Answers:
https://opwdd.ny.gov/providers_staff/care_coordination_organizations/providers/staff_action_plan_info
“OPWDD Care Management Life Planning and Service Delivery Process: Connecting the
Dots”
View the Webinar: https://youtu.be/d0uzboNE5U4
PowerPoint: People First Care Coordination Informational Session 20
View Questions and Answers: https://opwdd.ny.gov/life-plan-and-service-delivery-process-connectingdots-question-and-answers
May 22, 2019 – “Developing the Staff Action Plan”
View the Webinar: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Z3cm7BOdxM&feature=youtu.be
PowerPoint:
https://opwdd.ny.gov/providers_staff/care_coordination_organizations/msc_webinars/infosession26

Webinar Training and Information Resources
Care Manager and Provider Informational Webinars:
As part of OPWDDs ongoing effort to support the transition to Care Coordination, there is a series of
informational sessions for CCO Care Manager Supervisors, Care Managers and provider staff that interface
with the Life Planning process. The informational sessions are held as webinars on second and/or fourth
Wednesday of the month at noon as needed. Registration for upcoming sessions as well as the recordings and
PowerPoints for sessions that have been held are available at the following link:
https://opwdd.ny.gov/providers_staff/care_coordination_organizations/msc_webinars
Quarterly Care Manager Conferences:
OPWDD hosts quarterly conferences for CCO Care Management. They are held from 9:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
via WebEx. All agenda information and conference materials are provided via E-Visory only. All registration for
participation will occur through SLMS. Registration for each conference is now available and searchable as
WebEx-QCMC.
https://opwdd.ny.gov/opwdd_careers_training/training_opportunities/slms
The 2019 Quarterly Care Managers Conferences will be or were held on the following dates: (Please note
there were CAS presentations at the June and September Conferences)
– March 13, 2019;
– June 5, 2019;
– September 11, 2019; and
– December 11, 2019
Each Conferences will be recorded and posted to the link below;
https://opwdd.ny.gov/node/18256

OPWDD and Care Coordination Organization Contact
Information
OPWDD Regional Office Care Coordination Support Liaisons (CCSLs):
https://opwdd.ny.gov/opwdd_services_supports/service_coordination/medicaid_service_coordination/c
ontacts
OPWDD Regional Office People First Waiver Liaisons:
https://opwdd.ny.gov/opwdd_services_supports/people_first_waiver/documents/ddso_waiver_liaisons
OPWDD Regional Office Front Door Liaisons:
https://opwdd.ny.gov/welcome-front-door/Front_Door_Contact_Numbers
Care Coordination Organizations:
https://opwdd.ny.gov/opwdd_services_supports/care_coordination_organizations/CCOs

Care Management Contacts at each CCO:
https://opwdd.ny.gov/opwdd_services_supports/service_coordination

Thank you – Questions?
Care.coordination@opwdd.ny.gov

DQI Updates, Review
Activities and Survey
Trends
NYSADSP Symposium, November 8, 2019
Division of Quality Improvement
Brian O’Donnell, Statewide Director of Bureau of Program Certification
Barbara Van Vechten, Statewide Director of CQI and IMU

March 28, 2018

DQI Organizational Updates
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Division Of Quality Improvement
Deputy Commissioner
Leslie Fuld
Deputy Director
Tammy Devine
Bureau of
Program
Certification

Continuous

Quality
Improvement

Unit

Incident
Management

Unit

Data Analysis
and Evaluation
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Division Of Quality Improvement
Bureau of Program Certification
Statewide Director
Brian O’Donnell
New York
City
Long Island
Chris
Darcey

New York City
Lower
Rockland /
Westchester
Jerilyn
D’AgostinoFrancis

New York City
Brooklyn /
Staten Island
Erich Whang

Schenectady

North Area
Jeff Levine

Schenectady

South Area
Angela
Crell

Newark
Central
Area
Heather
Ruffo

Newark
West Area
Michele
Schwartz
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Division Of Quality Improvement
Incident Management and
Continuous Quality Improvement
Statewide Director
Barbara Van Vechten
Incident Management Unit
Karisa Capone, Director

Continuous Quality
Improvement Unit
Ellie Smith, Director
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Recently Adopted Regulations,
ADMs and Updates affecting
Day Services
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Prevocational Services
Site-Based and Community Based
Background

• Effective July 1, 2015, OPWDD amended regulations in 14
NYCRR Subpart 635-10 to create two distinct types of
prevocational services:
site based, and
• community based prevocational services
•

• Effective September 1, 2016, OPWDD amended regulations
in 14 NYCRR Subpart 635-7.5 to establish physical plant,
environmental and certification requirements for site based
prevocational services sites

11/13/2019
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Prevocational Services
Site-Based and Community Based
Update

Effective September 19, 2018, OPWDD further amended site
based and community based prevocational services
regulations to:
• Require an Annual Prevocational Services Assessment
➢ Conducted at a non-certified site in the community
➢ In the form and format specified by OPWDD (link below)
https://opwdd.ny.gov/opwdd_regulations_guidance/adm_memoranda/documents/sifl/a
nnual_assessment_prevoc

11/13/2019
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Prevocational Services
Site-Based and Community Based
Update

• Establish requirements for when an individual may be paid less
than the federal/state minimum wage
• Provide an exception to prevocational group size limitations

11/13/2019
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Site-Based Prevocational Services
Update
• Effective September 19, 2019, site based prevocational
services must only be provided at a site that is certified by
OPWDD as a site based prevocational services site
(except for the annual assessment)
• New enrollments in site based prevocational services (since
December 5, 2017*) must have prior written approval from
OPWDD
*Previously adopted as emergency regulations effective December 5, 2017

11/13/2019
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Administrative Memorandum 2017-03R
Prevocational Services

11/13/2019
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ADM 2017-03R
• Revision of ADM 2017-03 on Prevocational Services.
• Revised Medicaid documentation requirements to clarify
that service documentation for Site Based Prevocational
Services, must be completed contemporaneously with the
provision of the service.
• Revision is effective retroactive to December 11, 2017.

11/13/2019
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HOME AND COMMUNITY BASED SERVICES
(HCBS) GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

14 NYCRR SUBPART 636-2

11/13/2019
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14 NYCRR titled Home and Community Based Services
General Requirements
• Adopted May 29, 2019,
• added a new Subpart 636-2 to

• These requirements conform with federal HCBS Settings
regulations in 42 CFR 441.301
• Effective date for OPWDD enforcement is October 1, 2021
• in advance of the March 2022 federal enforcement of HCBS Settings
regulations

11/13/2019
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Subpart 636-2 Home and Community Based Services (HCBS)
General Requirements

Applicability and Intent
• Apply to all HCBS that are operated, certified, funded, approved,
or subject to oversight by OPWDD - and the settings where HCBS
are delivered – except HCBS Respite services and settings
• Intent is to require HCBS to be delivered in settings that do not
isolate people receiving the services from the broader community
of people who do not receive HCBS

11/13/2019
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Home and Community Based Services (HCBS)
General Requirements

Qualities of HCBS Settings
All HCBS settings must have certain qualities and meet the needs of
individuals receiving services. These qualities include but are not limited
to the following:
• The setting must be integrated and support full access to the community:
• including employment in integrated settings and engagement in community life,
• with the same degree of access as that of the broader community

• The setting must be selected by an individual from a variety of settings
options,
• with settings options documented in the individual’s person-centered plan and based on
the individual’s preferences and needs

11/13/2019
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Home and Community Based Services (HCBS)
General Requirements
Qualities of HCBS Settings (Continued)

• Setting must ensure
– the individual’s right to privacy and dignity, and
– freedom from coercion and restraint

• Setting must optimize:
– individual autonomy & independence in decision making, including choices of
activities & with whom to interact

• Setting must be physically accessible to the individual
• Setting must facilitate individual choice regarding supports and
services and who provides them

11/13/2019
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Home and Community Based Services (HCBS)
General Requirements
Qualities of HCBS Settings (Continued)

• Setting must provide the individual with the following rights
consistent with those in the same or similar settings for the
broader community:
o freedom and support to control his or her schedule and activities
o access to food at all times
o able to have visitors at any time

There are additional Requirements for Residential Settings.

11/13/2019
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Home and Community Based Services (HCBS)
General Requirements
Modification to Rights
• Any modification to certain qualities and conditions in an OPWDD
operated or certified setting or other provider owned or controlled
residential or non-residential setting must be:
❑ Supported by a specific assessed need;

❑ Justified; and
❑ Documented in the individual’s person-centered plan

• This assessment, justification, and documentation must be in
accordance person-centered planning regulations in 14 NYCRR
section 636-1.4

11/13/2019
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Home and Community Based Services (HCBS)
General Requirements
Modification to Rights (Continued)
• These person-centered planning requirements in section 636-1.4
apply only to modification of the following qualities:
❑ In all OPWDD operated or certified settings or other provider owned or
controlled residential or non-residential settings the following qualities and
conditions must be consistent with those in the same or similar setting in
the broader community:
➢ The individual must have freedom and support to control his or her
schedule and activities
➢ The individual must have access to food at any time
➢ The individual must be able to have visitors at any time

11/13/2019
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Home and Community Based Services (HCBS)
General Requirements
Modification to Rights (Continued)
❑ In residential settings only:
➢ There must be a written agreement protecting the individual from eviction
comparable to applicable landlord/tenant law
➢ The individual must be provided privacy, with entrances and bedrooms lockable by
the individual, and opportunities to choose roommates and home décor

• Modifications to individuals’ rights must also be in accordance with
applicable existing regulations on individual rights and personcentered behavioral intervention in 14 NYCRR sections 633.4 and
633.16, respectively

11/13/2019
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Home and Community Based Services (HCBS)
General Requirements
Heightened Scrutiny

Heightened Scrutiny is defined as the review of a setting presumed
to be isolating and/or having institutional qualities because it is:
• Located in a building that is also a publicly or privately operated facility that
provides inpatient care;
• In a building on the grounds of or immediately adjacent to a public
institution; or
• Any other setting that has the effect of isolating individuals receiving HCBS
from the broader community

11/13/2019
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Home and Community Based Services (HCBS)
General Requirements
Heightened Scrutiny (continued)

An HCBS setting subject to heightened scrutiny will be reviewed in
the form and format specified by CMS, DOH, and/or OPWDD

March 28, 2018
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Survey Redesign
Full Implementation

11/13/2019
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Survey redesign: 3 Routine Survey Types and Protocols
Type-Name

Start Date

Purpose of
Activity

Scope of
Activity

10.03.2016

Health, safety, rights, and
HCBS compliance
requirements

Over 7,400 certified
non-ICF sites

PersonCentered
Review (PCR)

07.01.2017

Determine if individual’s
needs, goals and outcomes
are met through competent
implementation of person
centered service planning and
delivery

Sample includes:
• DOH Sample
• Statistical Sample
• Willowbrook-partial
PCR (IRA and CCO)
• Other

Agency Review

04.01.2019

Verify effective systems and
quality oversight

450+ agencies

Site Review

11/13/2019
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Intent - Advantages
• Changes within OPWDD are intended to strengthen future
capacity of our service system
• Survey protocols reorganize and structure survey activity to
maintain quality while enhancing efficiencies
• Data collected will provide information on trends, patterns,
deficiencies, incidents
• Ensuring high quality services will be critical as individuals
and providers transition to and participate in different service
delivery models

11/13/2019
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What Does Survey Redesign Mean
• Providers accountable to standards reviewed in use of
previous protocols
• Critical subject areas are the same but evaluated but with
revised methods employed with new survey tools
• This does not mean more work but does capture more
detail in specific areas
• Providers are encouraged to focus on quality as well as
compliance
• Goal includes assurance of consistency in all critical
areas

11/13/2019
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Ongoing Benefits & Future Activities
• Data driven analysis will allow targeting of future activities

• Data collected from survey protocols will inform revisions and
efficiencies to future processes
• Enable a risk based assessment approach to survey activities
• Enable agency and systemic performance measurement
• Focus on continuous quality improvement
• Move beyond individual monitoring to system change

October 20, 2019
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Bureau of Program Certification

Person
Centered
Review

Site Review
Day
Habilitation

Significant
Findings

October 20, 2019
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TOP 10 COMPLIANCE RISKS FOR DAY HAB SITE PROTOCOLS
Top Site Protocol Compliance Risks by Section
Day Hab, Only
(% of total questions not met)

13.03%

10A - RISK AREA - SKIN BREAKDOWN

6.33%
5.47%

10J - RISK AREA - MECHANICAL RESTRAINTS
10E - RISK AREA - FLUID INTAKE
10H - RISK AREA - ALL RIGHTS LIMITATION/RESTRICTIONS
10I - RISK AREA - BEHAVIOR SUPPORTS-GENERAL
10D - RISK AREA - DIABETES
10G - RISK AREA - SUPERVISION
10F - RISK AREA - OXYGEN USE
5 - DELIVERY OF SAFEGUARDS, SERVICES, SUPPORTS
8 - FIRE SAFETY (REQUIRED BY OFPC OR DQI )

0.0%

3.16%
2.86%
2.72%
2.42%
2.38%
2.37%
1.75%
2.0%

4.0%

6.0%

8.0%

10.0%

12.0%

14.0%
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TOP 10 COMPLIANCE RISKS FOR SITE PROTOCOLS (ALL) BY STANDARD
Protocol Question

Protocol Section

1. 7-9 The site is well maintained for the safety and comfort of the
individuals receiving services.

Site & Safety

2. 10a-2 Staff implement interventions related to care and monitoring
of skin integrity and the prevention of skin breakdown, for which
they are responsible.

Specialized Risk Factor
Risk Area - Skin Breakdown

3. 10e-4 The written plan for fluid consumption is implemented
correctly.

Specialized Risk Factor
Risk Area - Fluid Intake

4. 10j-3 Restraints are removed per the criteria and duration
described in the written plan.

Specialized Risk Factor
Risk Area - Mechanical Restraints

5. 10j-5 There is documentation that is a “full record” of the use of
the Mechanical Restraining device.

Specialized Risk Factor
Risk Area - Mechanical Restraints

October 29, 2019
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TOP 10 COMPLIANCE RISKS FOR COMBINED SITE PROTOCOLS
(RESIDENTIAL & DAY HAB)
BY QUESTION CONT.
Protocol Question

Protocol Section

6. 10h-3 Rights Limitations / restrictions occur only when written
informed consent was obtained from an appropriate consent giver.

Specialized Risk Factor
Risk Area - All Rights
Limitation/Restrictions

7. 10j-4 There is a current physician’s order for the use of the
Mechanical Restraining device.

Specialized Risk Factor
Risk Area - Mechanical Restraints

8. 2a-4 Individual’s medications and treatments have been correctly
administered per physicians’ orders and his/her needs.

Health Support & Medications

9. 2a-11 The site ensures that in-home, routine support/care necessary for
individuals’ health needs is provided per their service plan.

Health Support & Medications

10. 10j-2 Restraints are applied only per the specific criteria described
in the written plan.

Specialized Risk Factor
Risk Area - Mechanical Restraints

October 29, 2019
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TOP COMPLIANCE RISKS
RESIDENTIAL & DAY HAB COMPARISON
BY SECTION % OF STANDARDS NOT MET
Day Hab
Residential

Top Site Protocol Compliance Risks by Section
Residential & Day Hab Comparison
(% of total questions not met)

10A - RISK AREA - SKIN BREAKDOWN
10J - RISK AREA - MECHANICAL RESTRAINTS
10E - RISK AREA - FLUID INTAKE
10H - RISK AREA - ALL RIGHTS…
10I - RISK AREA - BEHAVIOR SUPPORTS-GENERAL
10F - RISK AREA - OXYGEN USE
2A - HEALTH SUPPORT & MEDICATIONS
10D - RISK AREA - DIABETES
10G - RISK AREA - SUPERVISION
5 - DELIVERY OF SAFEGUARDS, SERVICES, SUPPORTS
8 - FIRE SAFETY (REQUIRED BY OFPC OR DQI )

0.0% 2.0% 4.0% 6.0% 8.0% 10.0% 12.0% 14.0%
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Ranked # 1 On
Residential Site and #5
on Day Hab Site Protocol

Repeat Top Deficiency

Site Maintenance
7-9
The site is well
maintained for the
safety and comfort
of the individuals
receiving services.

Things to Consider:
➢

Empower staff in all roles to report
physical plant concerns

➢

Prioritization of requests

➢

Set agency standards for completion
dates within agency’s control

➢

Required follow-up & notification
when corrections lag

➢

Procedures to track and validate
completion of maintenance requests

➢

Arm’s length monitoring of the
condition of sites, appliances,
equipment

11/13/2019
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Ranked #2 on Residential
Site and #10 on Day Hab
Site Protocol

Things to Consider:
➢

− Maximum/Minimum fluid intake
required by person
− Strategies to provide or limit intake
parameters
− Documentation/Tracking: All shifts,
all services
− When to notify RN

Addressing Fluid
Intake Needs
10e-4
The written plan
for fluid
consumption is
implemented
correctly.

Clearly written individualized
(PONS) with instruction, for
example:

➢

Staff trained to understand their
specific role & tasks

➢

Daily Tracking is reviewed

➢

RN monitoring
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Ranked #3 on
Residential Site and # 1
on Day Hab Site
Protocol 10-a-2

Things to Consider:
➢

Addressing Skin
Integrity
10a-2
Staff implement
interventions related
to care and
monitoring of skin
integrity and the
prevention of skin
breakdown, for which
they are responsible.

Clearly written individualized
PONS addressing necessary
care, e.g.:
−
−
−
−

positioning,
care & treatment,
monitoring of changes, and
Reporting to RN or MD

➢

Staff trained to understand their
specific role & tasks

➢

Implementation is verified

➢

Implementation is monitored

➢

Periodic RN assessment
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Ranked #4 and #5 on
Residential Site and #3 and
#5 on Day Hab Site
Protocol

10j-3 & 10j-5
Repeat Top Deficiencies

Things to Consider:

10j-3 Restraint Removal:
➢
Standardized forms to document:
− Application reason and time
− Interval monitoring of status
− Removal reason & time
➢
Staff training/competency
➢

Protections re: use of Mechanical
Restraints
10j-3

Restraints are removed per the
criteria and duration described
in the written plan.

BIS/Psychologist monitor correct restraint use and
documentation of same

10j-5 Documentation of Mechanical Restraining
Device Use:
➢

A physician’s order is required for use of device as
part of person’s BSP

➢

Order must be renewed no less frequently than every
6 months

➢

Must be a full record, including:

Documentation of Mechanical
Restraint Use
10j-5

–

Description of the event

–

Time it was applied

–

Times when monitored

There is documentation that is
a “full record” of the use of the
Mechanical Restraining
device.

–

Findings of monitoring activity

–

Time of release

–

Any other information required by the BSP
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Ranked #6 on
Residential Site
10h-3

Things to Consider:
➢

Applies to limitations, restrictions &
intrusive strategies

➢

Written procedures to:
−

Written Informed
Consent
10h-3
Rights Limitations /
restrictions occur
only when written
informed consent was
obtained from an
appropriate consent
giver.

track informed consent & WIC expiration
•
•

365 days from previous written consent
45 days maximum for verbal consent

−

ensure team review for revision or
continuation “x” days prior to WIC
expiration
− Ensure responsible party identified and
contact information current
− Pursue WIC from consenting party “x”
days prior to expiration
•

Strategies for repeated efforts and back up
processes when WIC not obtained

−

Verify WIC obtained prior to HRC
− Notify implementing parties
➢

Staff responsible know their role

➢

Applies to initial and annual WIC
approvals
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Ranked #7 and #9 Residential
Site

10j-4 & 10j-2 (Ranked #8
on Day Hab Site)
Protections re: use of
Mechanical Restraints
10j-4
There is a current physician’s
order for the use of the
Mechanical Restraining
device.
Restraints are applied based on
specific criteria in BSP
10j-2
Restraints are applied only
per the specific criteria
described in the written plan.

Things to Consider:
10j-4 Physician Order
➢ Renewed at least q 6 months
➢ Order Specifies:
− expiration

date
− device type
− special considerations if applicable
➢

BSP strategies are consistent
with order

10j-2 Restraints are applied based on criteria in
BSP
➢

BSP criteria must be consistent with Dr’s
Orders.

➢

Restraints must be applied based on
hierarchy of interventions in the BSP

➢

Use of restraint in an emergency is not
permitted
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Things to Consider
Ranked #8 and #10 on
Residential Site Review
2a-4 & 2a-11

Providing On-site health
care
2a-4
Health Support and
Medications
Individual’s medications
and treatments have been
correctly administered per
physician’s orders and
his/her needs
2a-11
The site ensures that inhome, routine support/care
necessary for individuals’
health needs is provided
per their service plan.

2a-4
Look for evidence of correct administration of routine and prn
medications as prescribed and needed by individual(s); AND
Determine if medication errors are reported, documented and
competently addressed
Look for evidence of patterns of incorrect medication
administration to individual(s)
Determine that medications errors are or are not reported

2a-11
Asses for clearly written individualized Plan of Nursing Services
(PONS) with tasks of DSP & RN
Communicate status of individuals among staff and across shifts
Staff Training

Oversight by RN of:
− Individual's condition
− Consistent staff delivery of competent health care
supports
Validation of RN oversight
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TOP 6 COMPLIANCE RISKS FOR PERSON CENTERED REVIEWS
Top PCR Compliance Risks by Section
(% of total questions not met)
9A - RIGHT LIMITATIONS, RESTRICTIONS, & INTRUSIVE INTERVENTIONS

9 - BEHAVIOR SUPPORTS

10B - INCIDENT MANAGEMENT: REPORTED IN IRMA

8A - HEALTH SERVICES & SUPPORTS

9G - MEDICATION MONITORING PLANS ONLY

3 - RIGHTS AND SUPPORTS OF RIGHTS
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Conclusions
• Analyze your systems for strengths and
weaknesses
• Use your analysis to target your resources and
corrective actions
• Think systemically
• Regularly review your operations and identify
areas needing improvement
• Use your available tools

https://opwdd.ny.gov/dqi/provider-quality
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QUESTIONS
quality@opwdd.ny.gov

